Customer Story

Setting the new Standard for
B2B Commerce Experiences
How STAUFF Rolled out a Customer-Centric B2B Commerce Platform
Back in 2010, STAUFF was one of the first movers in the manufacturer space offering digital touchpoints to order their
industry-leading parts for hydraulic components. Together with Spryker and diva-e, STAUFF went yet again beyond
the market standard by building a scalable e-commerce platform for their digital strategy highly focusing on delivering
a cutting-edge experience to their B2B customers.
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Background

A Market That Demands More Than the Average
STAUFF identified that the existing e-commerce solution increasingly became a limiting factor
in their digital growth strategy. Their former legacy technology had a predefined scope of
functionalities that did not provide STAUFF with the flexibility they needed. The demand for
STAUFF’s products kept growing year over year and so did the importance of digital sales channels.
To serve the increasing expectations of the B2B customer base, STAUFF entrusted a task force,
led by Mark Wever, Global Chief Digital Officer, to come up with digital commerce strategies to
increase digital revenue streams while emphasizing STAUFF’s key value proposition of customer
centricity.

Within the team, we pursue the goal to create customer-centric value with each activity
we execute. It’s a common vision we share across the entire company.”
- Mark Wever - Global Chief Digital Officer @ STAUFF

„
Industry:

Snapshot

Manufacturing

A True Hidden Champion in its Industry

Customer:

STAUFF is a champion in manufacturing hydraulic components and performance parts used all around
the globe by engineers on projects, services, and industrial maintenance. With more than 1,400 employees
spread across 18 countries, STAUFF and its components became quickly recognized as a true leader in
their space due to their high-quality product lines. To achieve their ambitions, STAUFF heavily invested in
the future with its own technology center and R&D team to keep the bar high in their industry.

Challenge

Streamlining Complexity in Favor of the Customers
Coming from the existing but limited e-commerce environment STAUFF was relying on, the
project requirements were tough: A variety of touchpoints such as the existing web store, the
corporate website, and various databases had to be merged into a single experience for customers.
Furthermore, staying agile throughout the project would make the difference, as Mark’s team was
heavily focused on creating user-centric value and avoiding inflexible monoliths.
The expectations towards that needed technology were high: It should be flexible to keep up with
the agility, easy to customize unique use cases, offering capabilities to scale fast, and seamlessly
integrate itself in the given tech-stack.

We wanted to go beyond the market standard, not just offering a polished e-shop. Our goal was to
achieve a one-stop shopping experience for our customers and Spryker delivered on our promise.”
- Mark Wever, Global Chief Digital Officer @ STAUFF

„

Solution

Frictionless B2B Commerce
STAUFF redefined and rebuilt their entire digital B2B commerce experience with Spryker to address that
common pain point in the market: offering seamless access to purchasing needed spare parts to existing and
new customers without unnecessary friction. STAUFF customers can easily search for products they need,
set-up complex access management to fulfill internal procurement requirements, import spare parts lists for
ordering, place recurring orders and much more.
STAUFF’s commerce experience is based on Spryker’s B2B suite giving them access to a wide range of
functionalities to digitize their commerce experience: multi-language support, advanced account management,
integrations into existing ERP & CRM platforms, product information management and more. STAUFF uses this
foundation and is able to build on top of it to create a buying journey that matches their individual demands and
surpasses their customers’ expectations.

Capability Highlight #1

Finding STAUFF equivalents as easy as using google translate
STAUFF’s product catalogue offers more than 50.000 products, parts and components for their customers. Due
to their excellent quality, customers request a comprehensive solution to find the equivalent STAUFF product
for the existing third-party component they want to replace. With advanced search capabilities in Spryker’s B2B
suite, customers can simply use the existing product numbers that will be matched and shown in the search
results on the platform.

Capability Highlight #2

Bulk ordering made simple
To serve the complex needs of their customers, STAUFF offers bulk ordering with advanced customization.
Those customizations include defined delivery for single products, upload of CSV for bulk ordering, account &
access management for procurement departments and more. Those are used heavily as they make the lives of
engineers and maintenance teams easier all over the world by being seamlessly integrated.

With Spryker, we were able to testify to our
shareholders that our MVP approach to roll
out our global e-commerce strategy was
the right decision. We see a lot of positive
feedback and internal requests to share
our insights and learnings within the overall
organization.”
- Mark Wever, Global Chief Digital Officer

„

Results

B2C-Like Experience Increased Orders and Customer Satisfaction
Within less than six months, STAUFF relaunched their digital commerce platform
successfully. It now addresses all customer needs by offering a customer-centric one-stop
shop experience inspired by B2C buyers’ journeys. Internal reporting shows that the offering
is well-received and there is a substantial increase in orders and customer satisfaction.
And yet, Mark’s team at STAUFF is already planning next iterations and evolutions of
the digital commerce platform. One specific plan is Spryker’s capability to expand digital
commerces into marketplaces, which will allow STAUFF to integrate third-party vendors
and additional services.

With Spryker we have chosen the right technology which not only serves our customers’ needs
today, but also future-proves our digital strategies..”
- Mark Wever, Global Chief Digital Officer @ STAUFF

„

Partner

And the Oscar for the partner in crime goes to...
diva-e is Germany’s leading Transactional Experience Partner creating experiences for companies
and brands worldwide to engage with their customers and achieve business success. As Spryker
Platinum Solution Partner, diva-e supported STAUFF with the business ideation and evaluation
while Spryker provided the technology to put it into action. Together we supported Stauff to
transform their offline-influenced sales model into a digital full-flesh experience.

Founded in 2014, Spryker enables companies to build sophisticated transactional business models
in unified commerce including B2B, B2C, and Enterprise Marketplaces. It is the most modern
platform-as-a-service (PaaS) solution with headless & API-based architecture that is cloud and
enterprise-ready and loved by developers and business users worldwide. Spryker customers
extend their sales reach and grow revenue with a system that allows them to increase operational
efficiency, lower the total cost of ownership, and expand to new markets and business models faster
than ever before. Spryker solutions have empowered 150+ companies to manage transactions in
more than 200 countries worldwide. Spryker is trusted by brands such as Toyota, Siemens, Hilti,
and Ricoh. Spryker was named the most innovative and visionary of all new vendors in the 2020
Gartner Magic Quadrant for Digital Commerce and named a major player in B2B e-Commerce by
IDC and is the only commerce platform to provide full B2B, B2C, D2C, and Marketplace capabilities
out of one stack. For more information about Spryker please visit Spryker.com.
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„

About Spryker

STAUFF is a prime example
for Transactional Experiences.
Together with Spryker we ensure
that the digital interface between
customers and STAUFF is beyond
a simple integration, it creates a
relevant and positive customer
experience.”
- Sirko Schneppe, Founder & CCO
@ diva-e

@sprysys
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